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          Company  Profile
    QINGDAO YOSION LABTECH CO., LTD.  is a comprehensive laboratory service

provider integrating research & development, production, sales and service.

      Yosion specialize in automated sampling & preparation system, sample preparation

equipment, containerized laboratory, fire assay equipment & consumable etc. Our 

products are mainly delivered to major ports, entry-exit inspection system, research 

institutions, steel mills, mining companies,commercial laboratories and so on. Our

independent research and production equipments have been exported to many 

clients and partners all over the world. The global market share is expanding solidly. 
   Yosion team bears in mind that quality comes first, innovation promotes development 

and honesty wins reputation. So we commit ourselves to promoting innovation and

development of modern laboratory equipment and creating safe, efficient and comfortable

working environment for laboratory workers.With strong R & D capability, more than 

twenty invention patents and utility model patents, Yosion was awarded as “"state-level 

high-tech enterprises" in 2016 by our government.
   Through years of operation, we have established strategic partnership with New 

Zealand mineral laboratory equipment manufacturer ROCKLABS, Australia fire assay 

laboratory equipment manufacturer FURNACE & ASSAY, India MABOR and have been 

Authorized to be the sole distributor which is responsible for sales and service in China.
   High-quality products and professional and efficient technical service have won us 

the recognition and praise among our customers.Now we are working with domestic 

and foreign scientific institutions to design and produce humane, intelligent and modular 

laboratory equipment. Over these years, we adhere to the business values that quality 

comes first, customer-orient and innovation focus. Yosion dedicate to providing the high 

performance-price laboratory equipments, high-efficient automated sampling & sample 

preparation products and responsible & reliable after-sale service. preparation products and responsible & reliable after-sale service. 



DFC ASSAY FURNACE

      Digital, solid state temperature controller using Type-K thermocouple, 485Modbus or LAN con-
nectivity available allowing unit to be controlled via computer.Dual set point, low temperature idle f

eature, extending refractory and heating element life.

High alumina vibrocast refractory lining, allowing even heat distribution.Heavy cross section Nichrome 

heating elements, easily replaced from the front.

Integral exhaust blower and hood, with butterfly type damper system for variable air flow control to 

minimize and/or prevent oxide buildup.Refractory lining replacement accomplished entirely through minimize and/or prevent oxide buildup.Refractory lining replacement accomplished entirely through 

rear access.Full sized hood for proper fume evacuation.

Swing away door allowing full access to heating chamber.



FUSION FURNACE

APPLICTION:

For sample fusion of fire assay.

System Overview:

This furnace has an easy to use main rotary on/off switch.

It is heated by 12 elements mounted in the side walls. It is ideally suited to continuous running

as this will prolong the life of the elements.

Temperature is monitored and modulated automatically by a Type K thermocouple system andTemperature is monitored and modulated automatically by a Type K thermocouple system and

Omron temperature controller, pre-set for a maximum temperature of 1150 degrees Celsius. This

controller is simple to operate, and has a 2-level display (PV and SV), that shows actual

temperature as well as the temperature the furnace is set to.

The door has an Omron door switch installed that will automatically cut power to the heating

elements when the door is opened



CUPELLATION FURNACE

System Overview:

This furnace has an easy to use main rotary on/off switch.

It is heated by 12 elements mounted in the side walls. It is ideally suited to continuous running

as this will prolong the life of the elements.

Temperature is monitored and modulated automatically by a Type K thermocouple system and

Omron temperature controller, pre-set for a maximum temperature of 1100 degrees Celsius. This

controller is simple to operate, and has a 2-level display (PV and SV), that shows actualcontroller is simple to operate, and has a 2-level display (PV and SV), that shows actual

temperature as well as the temperature the furnace is set to.

The door has an Omron door switch installed that will automatically cut power to the heating

elements when the door is opened.



FLUX DISPENSER

 Application:

For analysis sample preparation of fire assay

Features:

Reduce labors and finish sample loading of flux once. Three models of 25 pots, 50 pots and 84 pots 

are available.

Increase efficiency of sample preparation.

Accurate loading weight of flux sampleAccurate loading weight of flux sample

Dispense capacity is adjustable.











ROBOTIC FIRE ASSAY FUSION SYSTEM

Robotic Fire Assay Fusion System is developed by YOSION as a part of fully automated fire assay 

system for the process from sample preparation to final OES analysis. The conventional manual fire

assay furnace can not be used in automated system because robotic can not load and unload crucible.

There are four crucible loading positions at the base of robotic fire assay fusion system. The platform 

which holds crucibles are delivered pneumatically into furnace from the bottom. The furnace has no doors, 

but the furnace temperature can be retained efficiently even during delivering crucibles. While conventi-

onal manual fire assay furnace will lose much heat when the doors are open. The furnace adopts Kanthal onal manual fire assay furnace will lose much heat when the doors are open. The furnace adopts Kanthal 

elements and so the temperature can be set to a maximum of 1300.

The cup containing the mixed sample and flux is taken by robot from fluxer to loading station where the 

sample and flux is poured into pre-heated crucibles. The crucibles are then sent by robot to fusion fur-

nace for 15 minutes (or any fusion time) fusion. After fusion, crucibles are delivered by robot to Cowan 

separator where the molten Pb is separated from the slag and cooled to lead buttons. The lead buttons 

are then proceeded OES analysis on an ARL FAA spectrometer for PGEs, Au and Ag inside.



FIRE ASSAY LAB INTEGRATED SYSTEM

Market Demand

The expanding area of exploration and test and remote distribution of mining areas cause much inc-

onvenience in sampling works and severe impact in test cycles. According to this situation, we have

 designed and developed readily transportable and relocatable containerized laboratory of sampling 

& preparation to meet all project laboratory requirements from simple sample preparation to analysi-

s units.

FeaturesFeatures

1、Free from influence of region and environment

2、One-time investment and repeat use save basic input costs and laboratory preparation time.

3、High mobility.

4、Easy maintenance and operation.

5、Improvement of operators’ working environment. 

Technical Parameter:

Overall Dimension: 12000 x 2200 x 2800mmOverall Dimension: 12000 x 2200 x 2800mm

Weight: 16 tons

Voltage: 380V / 50Hz

Equipment List: Air Compressor, Pulse Dust Collector, 

Air Conditioner, Fusion Furnace, Cupellation Furnace,

 Fire Assay Tools

Sample Processing Capability: 100 - 600 ps/shift

Remarks: Customised service is available.Remarks: Customised service is available.



FIRE ASSAY LAB DEDUCTING SYSTEM

With the continuous development of industrial modernization, more and more quantity and kind of sa-

mples which laboratory and sample preparation room need test. The requirements to environment of 

laboratory and sample preparation room also become stricter and stricter. So we have designed and 

developed laboratory dedusting system which adopts cartridge filter pulse dust collector and suits for 

such current trends.

Cartridge filter adopts one kind of micro filter which sandwhiches activated carbon adsorbent material. 

So it can filter 99.9% submicron particle.So it can filter 99.9% submicron particle.



FIRE ASSAY CRUCIBLES

www.yosionlabtech.com
info@yosionlabtech.com

QINGDAO YOSION LABTECH CO., LTD.

DESCRIPTON

With a comprehensive product range and the ability to make custom lots, combined 

with its presence at our global partners and customers, Yosion Labtech is able to 

supply assaying laboratories with premium quality product where and when they 

want.

Not content with offering a one shot disposable crucible, Yosion Labtech fire assay 

crucibles have a well deserved reputation for multiple firings. This feature provides crucibles have a well deserved reputation for multiple firings. This feature provides 

our customers with the important benefits of reducing cost per firing and increasing 

profitability.

Manufactured using the latest automated technology, sizing consistency is guaranteed 

resulting in a high degree of accuracy critical with multi-pour systems and automated 

lines. You can be assured that Yosion Labtech will supply a top quality and consistent 

crucible.



FIRE ASSAY CRUCIBLES

www.yosionlabtech.com
info@yosionlabtech.com

QINGDAO YOSION LABTECH CO., LTD.



FIRE ASSAY CUPELS

www.yosionlabtech.com
info@yosionlabtech.com

QINGDAO YOSION LABTECH CO., LTD.

Description

During cupellation, the lead is oxidized to litharge (PbO), most of which is absorbed by 

the cupel. Gold, silver, platinum and other precious metals form a bead in the cupel. 

The bead is subsequently treated to determine its precious metal content Cupels are 

typically made from magnesia MgO (sometimes mistakenly referred to as magnesite), 

bone ash, Portland cement and other materials.

Typical cupellation furnace temperatures in gold and silver assays are 900-1000°C,but Typical cupellation furnace temperatures in gold and silver assays are 900-1000°C,but 

can vary with technique, air flow volume and cupel material.

Cupellation is the last and most important step of the fire assaying process and as such, 

the quality of the cupels is extremely important.

Sizes are: 6A, 7A, 7AS, 7AL, 8A and 9

Yosion Labtech aim to achieve high magnesia content with low moisture percentage.



www.yosionlabtech.com
info@yosionlabtech.com

QINGDAO YOSION LABTECH CO., LTD.

FIRE ASSAY CUPELS



MABOR CUPELS



MABOR CUPELS



MABOR CUPELS



MABOR CUPELS





EQUIPMENT CONSUMABLES

Silicon Carbide Rod Heating Tube                                                  Furnace Chamber

Rrocess Controller                                                                      Burning Controller          

Furnace Plate                                                                        Ceramic Fiber Blanket



Mineral Processing Laboratory in Tanzania

Fire Assay Laboratory

CIQ Laboratory

Sample Preparation Laboratory in Tanzania  

CORPORATE PERFORMANCE


